The mistag probability is measured directly on flavourspecific control channels:
CONTROL CHANNELS
The mistag probability is measured directly on flavourspecific control channels:
Charged channels: comparison between the charge of the signal B and the tag decision.
Neutral channels: fit of the time-dependent measured mixing asymmetry:
Where
CALIBRATION
The probability of the decision to be wrong (η) is estimated with NNet-based algorithm which uses several geometric and kinematic properties of the tagger particle and is trained on MC to identify the correct decision. To use η on data as a faithful mistag estimation it is calibrated using control channels (B
) assuming a linear dependency:
The results are consistent among the different control channels. 
OS TAGGERS PERFORMANCES OS taggers
The performances of each tagger are calculated summing the calibrated event-by-event tagging power. When more than one tagger gives a decision the combination is computed. The combination is recalibrated due to correlation among taggers. In the table are reported the OS tagging algorithms performances [2] 
SS-KAON TAGGER PERFORMANCES
The SS-Kaon algorithm has been optimized in the B ef f = 2.3 ± 0.1% (OS)
